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rV. INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at Langley
i
Air Force Base has been working on flexible lifting devices for the past
i
ten years.	 The first six years of work at NASA were focused on rigid-
I
leading-edge and rigid-keel parawings, and the past four years have been
spent primarily investigating all-flexible parawings which have been
constructed in a variety of designs (see reference l).
j The advent of the decoupled lifting-entry vehicle, one which has
been optimized for the hypersonic flight regime only, requires the need
j for some auxiliary devices to aid the vehicle inthe supersonic and
subsonic flight regimes.	 The all-flexible parawing is at present being
j considered by NASA as one such auxiliary device for the subsonic flight
regime of this type of vehicle.
	 More information about the all-flexible
parawing, such as moments of inertia,, shape data, and stability
derivat:[.ves, to name a few, must be obtained in order to evaluate the
i
all-flexible parawing as an auxiliary device.
;
After three years of research, no means of determining the shape of
the all-flexible parawing had been found. 	 Furthermore, moments of inertia
of all-flexible parawings were previously determined by suspending the
particular parawing ofinterest on a frame which weighed at least as much
as the wing and swinging the entire system in the 60-foot vacuum sphere
at NASA (see reference 2,).
The purpose of this investigation was to obtain the shape of the.°..
45	 swept., single-keel,all-flexible parawing using a photogrammeiric
process.	 From this shape data, the moments of inertia, the products of
l
xf
inertia, and the center-of-gravity locations were calculated. The
results were nondimensionalized so that they applied to any size 4.5
swept, single-keel, all-flexible parawing with any weight material in
the canopy and any weight suspension lines. The changes in moments of
inertia, products of inertia, and center-of-gravity locations due to a
change in lift-drag ratio were obtained.
tVI. SYMBOLS
a cross-sectional area of a suspension line, feet2
b distance between the stereo cameras, centimeters
c focal length of the lens, centimeters
d distance of a point to a coordinate plane, inches
A,B., C, DD constants in the equation for a flat plane
IXX - rolling moment of inertia, slugs-feet 2
I' xx transferred rolling moment of inertia, slugs-feet 2
IYY pitching	 moment of inertia	 sl	 s-feet2
IZZ yawing moment of inertia, slugs-feet2
IXY product of inertia, slugs-feet2
In product of inertia, slugs-feet2
I product of inertia, slugs-feet2
LL nondimensional suspension line lengths
L/D lift-drag ratio
tK flat pattern keel length, inches
ZKI inflated keel length, inches
is inflated span, inches
m mass of a small square of material in the canopy, slugs
M total mass, slugs
n total number of points read
p difference between,x' It
	
and	 xl.Rt , microns
IT distance through, :which the glass plates must be
translated- in the	 x'	 direction, microns
IT
YT distance through which the glass plates must be
translated in the	 y'	 direction, microns
X, Y, Z body axis system with the origin at the confluence
point
x, y, z wind-tunnel axis system
x t ,yt stereo-optic
 comparator axis system
xfflyit glass plate axis system
xtrt,Yttfpztt' stereo-optic camera's axis system
y fit value of	 y"I	 when projected to the xz plane, inchesp
a,,8 direction angles of a suspension line, degrees
9 transer angle for the rolling moment of inertia,
degrees -,
y transfer angle- for the glass plates, degrees
P density of the suspension lines, slugs1foot3
Subscripts.; n
c canopy
Ce g. center of ;gravity
L suspension lines
Lt left camera
Rt right "camera
1,2,3 ceiling reference point designations whenassociated
with coordinates; coordinate plane designation when
associated with A,B, and C
e.. slow
VII. MODEL
The flat pattern and suspension line lengths of the parawing that
were used in this investigation are shown in figure 1 and table I,
respectively. The line material was 130-pound test dacron. The wing
was constructed of 1.1-ounce per square yard, acrylic-coated, ripstop
white nylon, which is a low porosity material. Such material is
required for maximum aerodynamic efficiency of the parawing. All seams
rt
VIII. TEST FACILITY AND EQUIPN;ENT
Wind-tunnel tests were conducted at atmospheric stagnation pressure
in the 17-foot test section of the 7- by 10-foot 300-MPH wind-tunnel at
Langley.	 Black cross marks, 1/2-inch wide, were painted on the test
section ceiling every foot as shown in figure 3.
The wing was attached to the balance by means of a "T" bar, shown
in figure 4.	 All the suspension lines were placed in the line clamp
except for the three control lines which were tied on to the cross bar,
shown in figures 3 and 5, to stabilize the model in pitch and roll.
The stereo camera system is shown set up in figures 3 and 5.
	
This
system consists of two camera units mounted rigidly 40 centimeters apart
a
-`
with parallel optical axes.	 Each camera has a focal length of 6.094
centimeters.	 Since these cameras had ,very high quality lenses, there
was very little distortion on the pictures due to the lenses, and no
correction for lens distortion was needed. 	 Zhe cameras were electrically
operated so that both cameras' shutters were opened at the same instant.
The pictures were taken on glass plates so that light could be projected
through them for ease of reading.
Fiducial marks (reference marks) were put on the glass plates while
they were _still in. the cameras by exposing each plate to four sources of
radium in each camera for at least 1-1/2 minutes, but not more than 2
minutes.
6
ar
IX. TEST CONDITIONS
7
tt
t
X. SHAPE
A. Shape Data Reduction
Throughout this investigation, the all-flexible parawing was
assumed to be symmetric about its keel; thus, the shape of only one lobe
of the parawing was determined.
No special care was taken in aligning each picture (glass plate) on
the stereo-optic comparator's tables since the plates were read
individually and not in the usual stereo fashion. Figure 6 shows a
typical setup on one of the comparator's tables. When reading these
plates, it was necessary to locate the same point on each plate and
determine the coordinates of that point on each plate with respect to
fr
x r^r
	
b 9 x'P (l)
YT in the y' direction, and rotating them through an angle of y
(see figure 6).
Figure 7 shows the geometry of transforming the two sets of two-
dimensional coordinates into one set of three -dimensional coordinates.
	 I
It can be easily seen from figure 7 that
10
coordinate system, and the equation of the ceiling plane (xy plane) was
determined by solving the following simultaneous equations for A , B
and
	 C	 where	 DD	 was chosen as unity (see references 4 and 5).
Ax 
rr t + By1 ttt	 + CZ1Sit	 + DD = 0 (4)
Ax2tt t + By2 ttt + Cz2 rtt + DD = 0 (5)
fit + Byzfff + Cz3ftt +A DD _ 0 (6)
To find the equation of the
	 yz plane, the following set of
simultaneous equations were solved for
	 Al , Bl
 , and
	 Cl .
A Al + B Bl + C C1 = 0 (7)
Al ni ttr + Bl ylfi t
 + Cl z1t t t + 1 _ 0 (8)
`.
Al x3 f
it + $1 y'I t + Cl Z3 t tt + l = 0 (9)
To find the equation of the
	 xz plane, the following set of
simultaneous equations were solved for
	 A2 B2
	and	 C2
AA2+BB2 +CC2 =0 (10)
A2 xlt
t t + B2 
ylrt t 
+ C2 Z11 11 + 1 = 0 (11)
A2 X21 11 + B2 y2 tt t + C2 Z21 1 1
i
+ l = 0 (12)
Equations (7) and (10) satisfied the conditions that the xz snd
yz	 planes were perpendicular to the
	 x^	 y	 plane.	 The equations of
f.'
r
JLhe
three coordinate planes were
.,
ll
A x1 1 1 + B y"' + C zt t t + l= 0 (13)
Al X' tr + Bl yt tt + Cl zttt + l _ 0 sand (14)
A2 xttt + B2 ytt t + C2 z ttt + l _ 0 (l5)
To finch the coordinates of a point in the coordinate system shown
in figure 8, the distance of the point from each of the three coordinate
planes were found by using the following equation:
IAx,+By+Cz+DD
A2+B2+C2
Thus, the coordinate equations were
A lX t rt + Bl yttt + Cl Zttt + T
x- (l7)
Al2 + B12 + C12
I A2 xttt + B2 yit t 	 + C2 z fit '+ l	 I
y =	 , and (l8 )
A22, + B22 + C22
I A x'tt	 + B. y! U s	 + C z't t 	+ l 	 (
z =	
.
1(9)
A2 + B2 + 'C2 ,:	
.	
,
The reference points on the ceiling were carefully chosen so that the
x 	 and	 z	 coordinates' were always positive. 	 To determine the sign of y.
the	 y	 coordinate of a point, the	 x'''	 and	 z" s 	coordinates of that
point _were 'put in equation {15) and then- the equation was solved for
y	 tit
P
r
<^	 :.
AV
712
Y 
fit
	
(C2 z t•t +A2 x"t .a. 1/
	 20p B2
If y"' of the point was greater than yp " ' , y was chosen as
positive. A computer program was written that performed the above
tasks for all points that were read.
Stereo plates were read for lift -drag ratios of 2.131, 2.241, and
20429. Figure 26 shows that the inflated span increased with increasing
lift-drag ratio, and the inflated keel length decreased with increasing
lift-drag ratio. The aspect ratio, which was based on the projected
area and the inflated span, remained constant with change in lift-drag
ratio. The tunnel flight regime for this parawing was from a lift-drag
ratio of 1.9 to 2.5. Since no accurate knowledge of the lift-drag ratio
range in free flight had been obtained, the data in figure 26 were
extrapolated in both directions to show trends.
B. Determination of Streamwise Sections
The streamwise sections of the wing were obtained by choosing a
distance from the keel and finding coordinates with the proper 'value of
y from the calculated data. If enough coordinates to define the shape
of a section were not found, linear interpolations between points.,,wrich
had y values close: to the appropriate y value° were used to' find the
coordinates that were needed to describe the shape of that . section. Very
few interpolations were needed since there were approximately 3000
points describing half the wing. 'Figures 9 to - 25 - show streamwise.: sections
1
I
	 13
for a parawing flying at an L/D of 2.2+1. The keel section could not
wx	 7
t
J,
t
"I. ACCURACY OF THE SHAPE DATA
The only way to check the accuracy of the data was to compare the
tr
1to
n
IXX	 2 (,Y/ 1K )2 + (Z/ 1	 m (21)
i=l
n
I	 =	 ,( 2	 I 2X t	 +	 Z t	 m4 22
-11
n
IZZ -	 2 (X/,K)2   + (Y/ Z	 m (23)z-1
nI	 -	 2XZ ml.(X/1K) (Z/ZK)
	 i_ (24) r
illy = 0.0A (25)
IZY	 0.0 (26)
In these equations,
	 n	 was the total number of points read, and
	 X
Y	 and	 Z	 were the coordinates of the centers of the small pieces of
material of' the ;canopy.	 The terms that were summed were the moments and
products of inertia of each small piece of material.
	 The mass (m) was
put to unity for all points that were centers- of one square inch and
put to the appropriate fractional value of unity for those points that
were not centers of a square inch of material..`
Since the coordinates of each end of all the lines were determined,
the lengths of each 'line were calculated and nondmensonalized by
dividing by	 tK
	Using the following equations, the moments of inertia
and products of inertia for all the lines were calculated. }
17
23
X =	 p a (sing + sing 8) LL3^3 i	 (27)
=1:
23 
	
2	 3
I =	 p a 
(s,.2 
m+ sin 8 LL/3] i	(28)
23
T_ = r 1 n a / ci n2 nr. ♦ Q  n2 Oil T.T.3 /-A 1	 (p Q)
18
_ n(Z/'K)  m iZ '
	- E	 (35)
i_1	 Mc
1
i
rXIII. RESULTS AND DIS CUSS ION
A.	 The Parawing Shape
Since, when the plates were read, no attempt was made to read
small wrinkles in the canopy, the streamwise sections were fairly smooth.
The deep wrinkles in the sections shown in figures 17 and 22 were due to
canopy line attachments which were close to these deep wrinkles.
	 The
section shown in figure 25 occurred because the.tips (last lines on the
leading edges) doubled back under the canopy.
	 A close examination of
figure 3 will show that these sections werepossible and were,in fact,
expected.
Figure 26 shows that, while lift-drag ratios increased from 2.131
to 2.439., the inflated span increased 3.6 percent, the inflated keel
length decreased 3.0 percent, and the aspect ratio, which was based on
-the projected area and inflated span, remained constant.
As can be seen from figures 9 to 25, this parawing has extremely
large amounts of dihedral, twist, and camber.
	
As a measure of twist,
the stresmwise sections vary in angle of attack from 11.5 0
 to 390 .
B.	 Inertial Properties
-	 With the lift-drag ratio increased from 2.131 to 2.429 ., the
following changes in`the inertial properties of the canopy were noted:
ercent,` IYy	 increased 0.5 percent,
	 IZZ	 decreasedIXX	 increased 4.4 p rcent,..'
17.8 percent, and
	 IXZ	 decreased 86 percent.	 With the same change in
lift-drag ratio, the following `changes in the inertial properties` of the
z	 lines were noted:	 In	 increased 6.0 percent,	 Iyy increased l.9 percent,
IZZ	 decreased 18:,5 percent, and 	 IXZ	 decreased 9.8, percent:	 Figure '29
, e
19`
00 IL
,R
720
shows that the wing essentially rotated around' its confluence point with
change in lift-drag ratio, and figure 26 shows that the canopy shape
did change ,somewhat with change in lift-drag ratio. The above changes in
IXX , IZZ , and In were mainly due to the wing's rotation about its
confluence point. The small changes in Iyy were caused by the change
21
The calculated value of I XX was 486.1 slugs-ft2, while the measured
rolling moment of inertia was 502.5 slugs-ft2.
 The calculated
pitching moment of inertia was 478.4 slugs-ft2,while the measured
value was 501.6 slugs-ft2.
The Appendix shows the method used in calculating the moments and
tI
0
XIV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
An investigation to determine the shape and inertial properties
-s
s.
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XVII- APPENDIX
The procedure for calculating the pitching moment of inertia for
the canopy alone of a 24-foot parawing at a L/D of 2.131 is as follows:
I2^+ft2 (154 ft 2YYc	x+118. x+93 
	
ft
5.07 oz/yd2
16 oz/lb x 32.2 ft f sect X 9 ft2/yd x 144 in2/ft
r.a
I
0
TABLE I
LINE LENGTHS (INCHES)
Line No. L/D Keel Right Leading Edge Left Leading Edge
1 81 82 81-7/8
2 81-5/8 78-1/4 78-;-7/8
3 81-1/8 75-1/2 75-5/8
4 80-3/8 72-1/8 72-7/8
5 79-3/8 69-15/16 68-5/8
6 78-3/8 59-5/8 59
7 77-1/2
8 76.-1/8
9 74-3./2
10 72-5/16
11 2.429 65-1/2
11 2.241 64-1/2
ll 2. i3l 64
a
26
n
——wl —
rIf
TABLE II
INERTIAL AND CENTER- OF- GRAVITY DATA
Nondimensional Inertial Properties of the Canopy
Nondimensional Inertial Properties of the Lines
L/D IXX IYY . IZZ In IZY IXY
2.429 13.276 114.812 2.282 -4.465 0 0
2.241 12.609 14. 549 2.728 -14.881 0 0
2.131 12.523 314.51+0 :	 2.799 -4.952 0 0
I Center-of-Gravity Coordinates for the Lines and
- Canopy in Percent, lK
L/D mac. g. c
k
Xc. g.
L
Yc. g.
L
Zc. g. L Xc. g. c Yc. g c
2. 1+29 0.210 0 0.575 0.529 o' 1:164
2.21+1 0.237 -	 a` 0.560 0.586 0 1.233
2.131 0.2141 0 0.550 00592 0 1.131
v
-- 
t
L/D 1XX IYY IZZ IXZ IZY In
2. 1429 3504.294 4113.679 875-341 -1484._800 0 0
2.,241 3364.88o 4137.219 10+0.183 -1621.751 0 0
2,131 33h-9.387 4118-493 1061+.590 -1621+.1.78 0 0

29
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Figure 2. - The canopy reference system.
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Center of moments for model
Figure 4. - "T" bar used in wind-tunnel tests.
a
Figure 5. - Side view of the test section setup.
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Figure 9. - Streamwise Section 0.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 10. - Strearriwist section :L.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 11. - Streamwi se section 2. 4
 inches 11'rom the keel.
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Figure 12. - Streamwise section 3. 4
 inches from the keel.
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Figure 13. - Streamwise section 4.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 14. - Streamwise section 5.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 15. - Streamwise section 6.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 16. - Streamwise section 7.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 17. - Streamwise section 8.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 18. - Streamwise section 10.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 10. - Streamwise section 12.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 20.
	 Streamwise section 14.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 21. - Streamwise section 16.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 22. - Streamwise section 18.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 23. - Streamwise section 20.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 24. - Streamwise section 22.4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 25. - Streamwise section 24. 4 inches from the keel.
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Figure 26. - Inflated keel length, inflated span, and aspect ratio
versus lift-drag ratio.
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Figure 29. - Center-of-gravity shift with change in lift-drag ratio.
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